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Foreword 
 
The aim of this report is to improve cri9cal engagement with theatre made by 
ar9sts with learning disabili9es.  

The research took place between September and December 2019. It involved 
over 40 in-depth interviews and close reading of review archives. Theatre 
companies were asked to suggest key voices, and considera9on was given to 
making the interview process accessible to ar9sts with learning disabili9es who 
wanted to par9cipate directly or indirectly.  

The research par9cipants included 16 professional theatre companies (all UK 
based with the excep9on of Blue Teapot from Galway, Ireland), and 19 theatre 
cri9cs and commissioning editors from various 9tles and plamorms including 
Disability Arts Online, Exeunt, A Younger Theatre, The Stage, Time Out, The 
Guardian, The Observer, The Times, The Herald and The List.  

The report also includes some cri9cal wri9ng (see ‘Experiencing the work’ 
sec9ons) that links themes emerging within the research to experiences of 
recent performances by four companies: Not Your Circus Dog, Spectra, Mind 
The Gap, and About Face.  

It is hoped this research can provide the star9ng point for more open and 
produc9ve conversa9on. To join in the lively debate, please connect with 
Spectra on social media: TwiZer @Spectra_Arts  
Facebook @SpectraArtsCompany  Instagram @SpectraArtsCompany 

Note on language 

There is considerable debate about the most helpful way of referring to the 
companies and ar9sts discussed in this report, and great varia9on in how they 
prefer to refer to themselves. This relates to the uncertainty around language 
and learning disability explored in sec9on 2.6.  

The companies featured here have all iden9fied at one point or another with 
the term learning disabled. Many are in the process of adjus9ng this 
iden9fica9on to reflect the fact some of their ar9sts have au9sm rather than, 
or in addi9on to, a learning disability, and the popular growth of the term 
neurodiverse. Gus Garside of Crea9ve Minds points out that there are really no 
learning disabled companies, as work is always to some extent co-created with 
people who don’t have a learning disability (although new collec9ves such as 
Not Your Circus Dog, who feature here, are changing that). The report uses 
‘ar9sts with learning disabili9es’ to try and best reflect this wide variety of 
aYtude and feeling, except when referring solely to ar9sts with au9sm. 
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A LiPle Space, a co-producTon between Mind The Gap and Gecko (photo: Chris Payne) 

Introduction 

Bloomsbury Theatre, 2005, and a cri9c walks out of a performance of Tango 
Apocalypso by The Shysters, a company of actors with learning disabili9es. 
Asked why he is leaving prematurely, he says something about being unable to 
review the show because the learning disability is “in his face”. Brighton Fringe, 
2014, and a cri9c aZends a performance of Eye Queue Hear by Access All 
Areas, a performance company of ar9sts with learning disabili9es and/or 
au9sm. He doesn’t file his review, however, and tells the venue this is because, 
“I don’t want to upset anyone”. 

What was going on for these two cri9cs? What led to them feeling this work 
was somehow – for them at least, and in that moment – unreviewable? 

The theatre companies in ques9on have been leg to guess. Because sadly 
these encounters, and the many similar encounters before and since, have 
marked the end rather than the beginning of any cri9cal conversa9on.  

Over the last 20-30 years, theatre companies working with ar9sts with learning 
disabili9es have been making increasingly professional, interes9ng and 
aesthe9cally driven work. The experience of most of these companies is that 
theatre cri9cism is either failing to show up in the first place, or neglec9ng to 
properly engage. 
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I’ve worked as an arts journalist and theatre cri9c for 20 years. Over this 9me, 
mainstream, print-led arts cri9cism has plunged into ever deepening crisis. This 
has had implica9ons for all theatre companies. However, the lack of cri9cal 
engagement with theatre made by ar9sts with learning disabili9es has struck 
me as conspicuous.  

Events such as the groundbreaking series of Crea9ve Minds conferences, 
ini9ated by ar9sts with learning disabili9es back in 2013, have given me 
opportuni9es to consider why this might be. Ogen via the support of Disability 
Arts Online, they have also enabled me to experience more of this work than I 
would have otherwise (as a commission-dependent freelancer wri9ng largely 
for mainstream publica9ons) – and to chat with many of the ar9sts.       

But it became clear that companies would effec9vely be leg guessing if we 
couldn’t find a way to bring more cri9cs and commissioning editors in on this 
conversa9on.  

This report was made possible by the generosity of the 40+ interviewees who 
gave their 9me, shared their thoughts and experiences, and responded to the 
invita9on to be as honest and open as possible. The resul9ng conversa9ons 
were both stark and hopeful.  

I’m leg feeling we have a real opportunity here, amid the huge changes in arts 
cri9cism, to draw new lines of connec9on between companies and cri9cs, to 
engage new cri9cal voices with this work, and to help reshape theatre cri9cism 
in the process. This can only happen if the perspec9ves of people with learning 
disabili9es remain central to the endeavour. As Allie Walton-Robson says of 
working with the ar9sts of Headway, “we’re used to doing things differently”.  

Bella Todd, January 2020 

The need for improvement in cri9cal engagement within our sector was a clear 
point of learning from Forge, a day of ac9on and enquiry focussed on 
increasing programming of performances by ar9sts with learning disabili9es 
that was curated and hosted by partners Spectra, Open Theatre and 
MotherShip in May 2018. A desire to examine this issue more deeply in order 
to clarify poten9al paths for growth and advancement led to the development 
of the brief for this report, undertaken jointly with its author. I secured Arts 
Council England funding to underwrite its produc9on. 

Kate DeRight, creaTve director, Spectra, January 2020 
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Part 1 THE CURRENT CRITICAL PICTURE 

1.1 The value of reviews for these companies 

       Key points 

•     Being formally reviewed is important to these companies 
•    Reviews have many different func9ons  
•    Cri9cal aZen9on has addi9onal significance due to the social  

   marginalisa9on of people with learning disabili9es  
  

To begin, companies and related ar9sts were asked what value formal reviews 
currently have within the life of the company – or could have, where 
companies have not yet been reviewed. Responses ranged from the 
commercial to the crea9ve, the prac9cal to the existen9al. The following 
func9ons were iden9fied (in no par9cular order): 

– Funding and booking: a posi9ve review can swing a funding bid and 
secure a tour 

– Marke9ng: stars and poster quotes are useful tools for selling 9ckets 
– Audiences: reaching beyond learning disability circles 
– Visibility: including online presence – reviews enable shows to have a 

Google legacy  
– Equality: being seen and judged on the same level as everyone else, 

including being acknowledged as professional and “taken seriously” as 
ar9sts 

– Ar9s9c development: aiding cri9cal reflec9on within companies 
– Dialogue: to help con9nue the conversa9on the art wants to begin 
– Context: having work considered and situated within a wider theatrical 

context  
– Documen9ng: keeping a record of work, “showing it happened” 

When companies were asked what improving cri9cal engagement would mean 
for these ar9sts, another value also emerged. People with learning disabili9es 
con9nue to be some of the most marginalised in society. There is a feeling that 
an absence of cri9cal engagement with ar9s9c output both reflects and 
compounds this – and conversely, that an improvement in cri9cal engagement 
could help to bring wider societal change.  

Cri9c Lyn Gardner also makes this connec9on: “I do firmly believe that what is 
reviewed in the culture is ogen what is valued in the culture”. 
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1.2 Experiences of cri9cal engagement  

      Key points 

• There is a conspicuous lack of cri9cal engagement with this work 
• Inroads are being made in academia, but this can also be a gheZo 
• The majority of companies are confused and frustrated 
• Run length and venue influence chances of being reviewed 
• Collabora9ons, fes9val bookings and PR can also have an impact  

Companies shared their review archives, as well as their anecdotal experiences 
of being formally reviewed. This allowed us to size up the quan9ty of reviews, 
and close-read exis9ng cri9que with a view to gauging its level of rigour.  

We found that engagement is sparse and inconsistent. Reviews from na9onal 
newspaper cri9cs are s9ll very rare – even in the instance of a show with the 
profile of Access All Areas’ MADHOUSE re:exit, which received coverage on 
Channel 4 and Sky News. Reviews from online theatre publica9ons are a liZle 
more common. The majority of exis9ng reviews are by unpaid amateur 
reviewers.  

Where reviews do exist, there is a tendency – whatever the plamorm – to 
describe rather than to cri9que, and to focus on the social or poli9cal aims of 
the work rather than to appraise it as art. Instruc9ve excep9ons (more on 
which later) are Disability Arts Online, and the reviews by ScoYsh and Irish 
cri9cs of Edinburgh’s Lung Ha and Galway’s Blue Teapot respec9vely. 

Interes9ngly, as in the case of MADHOUSE re:exit, companies and PRs feel 
that cri9cal engagement does not improve with increased preview coverage –
 perhaps because such pieces ogen take a ‘community’ angle, contribu9ng to 
the framing of the work as therapy or advocacy rather than art. 

Where cri9cal engagement is on the rise is in academia, most notably with the 
publica9on of MaZ Hargrave’s Theatres of Learning Disability (Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2005), and MaZhew Reason’s ongoing research into audience 
responses to ‘disabled performances’. Both academics are interested in 
theorising ‘ways of watching’ when it comes to theatre made by ar9sts with 
learning disabili9es, and have worked closely with Bradford’s Mind The Gap –
 who con9nue to be the subject of mul9ple PhDs. Growing levels of academic 
interest speak to the richness of the cri9cal opportunity on offer here. But 
PhDs are no subs9tute for theatre reviewing – not least because there are 
issues around visibility, interac9vity, and accessibility.  
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With the excep9on of Lung Ha and Blue Teapot, the general mood among 
companies is one of confusion and frustra9on. Some suspect there “must be 
something we’re not doing right” when it comes to aZrac9ng cri9cs, but feel 
leg to their own guesswork. Some are so deflated by years of sending out 
press invita9ons with no take-up that they have assumed “cri9cs just aren’t 
interested in us”.    

1.3 Variables influencing chances of being reviewed 

We will go on to explore factors that may be impac9ng depth or rigour in 
cri9cal engagement. First, it is worth highligh9ng five variables that do seem to 
influence the quanTty of reviews a show receives:  
 

Run length 

Shows with longer run lengths – whether in a single venue, or split across a 
tour – are more likely to get reviewed. It makes sense: a longer run gives cri9cs 
more chances to aZend, and audiences too, meaning a review has more use as 
a ‘what’s on’ tool (and the poten9al to aZract more online traffic).  

Cri9cs and commissioning editors confirm this, ci9ng varying ‘cut off’ points of 
one-to-three weeks. There are two excep9ons. Natasha Tripney has changed 
the policy at industry newspaper The Stage, removing the three-week 
minimum to ensure “coverage reflects what is being made across the country”. 
Gareth K Vile, of Edinburgh-based arts and entertainments guide The List, is 
developing the theatre sec9on’s role in “observing and cataloguing”, and is 
willing to commission reviews of single date shows if he feels they provide “an 
important snapshot of what’s going on culturally”.  
 

Venue 

Shows taking place at big venues with strong reputa9ons are more likely to get 
reviewed. Mind The Gap’s Mia toured three 9mes. The only venue where 
reviewers got in touch off their own bats was Manchester’s The Lowry. Lung 
Ha, who perform regularly at Edinburgh’s Traverse Theatre, are always 
reviewed by The Herald and The Scotsman.  

London venues also dominate, and Access All Areas’ work forging reputa9ons 
with the Royal Court, Soho Theatre and BAC feels important. But it should be 
noted that each publica9on will have its own, ogen shiging policy towards 
‘patch’. Disability Arts Online, for instance, now considers it a selling point if 
something is outside London, having tripled their commitment to venturing 
beyond the South East in response to discussions with ACE. 
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It should also be made clear that companies feel very differently about this 
hierarchy of venues. The Lawnmowers, based in Gateshead, are commiZed to 
“taking work to people who wouldn’t normally access big shiny cultural 
venues”. They feel this ac9vity is undervalued by funders and cri9cs: “Where 
are the reviewers in that village hall, in that day centre, where we’re actually 
taking work out to audiences where it can make a difference?” Richard Hayhow 
of Open Theatre is also ambivalent. A rela9onship with Birmingham 
Hippodrome has been an enormous help in “adding credibility to the work” and 
“reaching reviewers we couldn’t reach on our own”. On the other hand, “in 
many ways we are seeking other kinds of audience”. 

Likewise, not all publica9ons favour the same venues for the same reasons. For 
Disability Arts Online, a venue’s access reputa9on is an important factor in 
whether they send a cri9c – and therefore direct readers – towards a show.   

But many cri9cs operate in a very prescribed beat. For a cri9c such as Time Out 
theatre editor Andrzej Lukowski, for instance, “the job is about responding to 
what the theatres throw at you, and change comes through ins9tu9ons such as 
the Globe and Na9onal including more disabled actors in current ensembles. 
Visibility has increased radically in the 10 years I have been reviewing theatre 
in London. I don’t think that’s through cri9cs seeking the work out – it’s 
through cri9cs adhering to those pragma9c rules of what to see where, but the 
work changing”.   

 
Collabora9ons 

Collabora9ons with highly regarded companies, directors and playwrights do 
appear to aZract reviewers. Hijinx have worked with puppeteers Blind Summit 
(on Meet Fred), physical comedy troupe Spymonkey (on The Flop), and the 
Na9onal Theatre of Wales (on 2019’s Mission Control). Mind The Gap 
collaborated with outdoor arts specialists Walk The Plank for 2019’s large-
scale outdoor spectacular ZARA, and are currently touring their first physical 
theatre piece in collabora9on with Gecko (see p.22). Both companies report a 
significant impact on cri9cal engagement. 

Collabora9ons can bring status, trust, and afford an easy touchpoint with 
scep9cal and 9me-strapped commissioning editors. Guardian cri9c Mark Fisher 
confirms: “Lung Ha collabora9ng with a company like Grid Iron on True Grit –
 that helped signal they’re a serious company with serious ar9s9c inten9ons, so 
editors think ‘we should be covering that’, and then a learning disabled 
company can sneak in under the barrier as it were. But I wouldn’t want to have 
a rule that said, if you want to get reviewed, collaborate with a higher status 
company – that would be looking at it the wrong way around”. 
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Fes9vals 

Companies have received more reviews when they have performed at 
established arts fes9vals. Hijinx and Mind The Gap have both taken work to 
the Edinburgh Fringe, and Ar9s9c Director Ben PeYZ-Wade feels this is a vital 
part of “being reviewed honestly, and on a level playing field”. Blue Teapot 
received their most high-profile reviews (The Irish Times, The Independent), for 
performances as part of the Dublin Fringe and Galway Interna9onal Arts 
Fes9val.  

Lyn Gardner, who reviewed Mind The Gap and Hijinx for The Guardian while in 
Edinburgh, feels she would have struggled to catch the shows in their na9ve 
Bradford and Cardiff. She also points out that cri9cs may be given freer reign 
by commissioning editors in a fes9val context. 
 

Working with PRs 

Lung Ha and Blue Teapot, two companies who enjoy the most consistent 
cri9cal engagement, both have long-term rela9onships with PRs. Liz Smith and 
Heather Mackey are two arts PRs with bulging contacts books and the trust of 
cri9cs. Both talk about the benefit of receiving clear instruc9on not to treat the 
companies differently to any others in their roster – while at the same 9me 
being granted the 9me and access to really get to know the companies from 
the inside out.  

Mind The Gap worked with Paddy Cuthbert of LiZlehouse Media when they 
made their Edinburgh debut in 2017 with Mia, and partnered with Faye 
Dawson on 2019’s ZARA. “Historically we’ve not been very good at press 
strategy,” says Senior Producer Lisa Mallaghan. “It wasn’t un9l ZARA that we 
really put some focus on it, and understood the value of a PR person.” 

The majority of companies are opera9ng on shoestring budgets, with no 
dedicated press or marke9ng officer – year-round, or during show periods. 
Many of these ar9sts have never met a PR (let alone a cri9c). This is not 
necessarily a barrier in itself. Daisy Bowie-Sell, former Managing Editor of 
WhatsOnStage, says a PR would rarely convince her to commission a review of 
something that hadn’t already made the list. But PRs can have an important 
role in informing, reminding, chasing and, perhaps most importantly, framing 
invita9ons. 

Having access to PR and marke9ng nous can increase chances of review by 
ensuring: 
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– Sufficient lead 9mes: many invita9ons to review arrive ager the list has 
been decided and budgets allocated. Most reviews editors commission 
three to six weeks in advance 

– A well put together press release: cri9cs say they will respond well to a 
succinct, en9cing press release in which crucial informa9on is easy to 
find, preferably with a dedicated press night 

– Up to date website: ogen this is the first port of call for cri9cs, so tour 
dates and other informa9on need to be current 

– Images: an aZen9on-grabbing, print quality image aZached as a maZer 
of course, with cap9on and photographer credit  

– A tailored pitch: cri9cs and commissioning editors respond beZer to 
personalised approaches that indicate familiarity with their work / 
publica9on and explain why the show may be a good fit  

– Familiarity with the cri9cal landscape: who is out there, which 
publica9ons they are wri9ng for, what kinds of theatre they are wri9ng 
about – and how to contact them 

But companies that do employ PRs, perform at fes9vals and engage in 
collabora9ons s9ll feel there is a problem. As Lisa Mallaghan of Mind The Gap 
says: “It’s an eternal frustra9on for us, even with the massive success we’ve 
had in the last year with PR, that we’re s9ll not perceived the same way by the 
arts press”. 

Part 2 WHAT IS GETTING IN THE WAY OF CRITICAL 
ENGAGEMENT? 
 
2.1 Mainstream arts cri9cism is in crisis 
 

Any research into cri9cal engagement with theatre per se needs to situate 
itself against the backdrop of the crisis in mainstream arts cri9cism. 
Interes9ngly, the companies we spoke to ogen seemed unaware of the scale of 
this, or the extent of its implica9ons for them. Having some sense of the 
pressures cri9cs are under may help companies by de-personalising the 
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      Key points 

• The rise of these companies has coincided with the decline 
of mainstream arts coverage 

• Commissioning editors are controlled by engagement figures 
• This has direct implica9ons for smaller/regional theatre 

companies



experience of not being reviewed. Transparency about processes may help us 
all, more collabora9vely, to navigate them.  

Following the decline of print media, sec9on editors on both na9onal and 
regional newspapers are increasingly held hostage by sophis9cated systems for 
measuring digital engagement – from page clicks to dwell 9me to engagement 
‘below the line’. What this has shown, in brutal terms, is that very few people 
read theatre reviews. As Andrew Dickson, former theatre editor at The 
Guardian, explains, “some9mes it was just in three figures, for even an 
ar9s9cally very significant piece of theatre”. Hence the hacking of staff cri9c 
posts and freelance contracts, and the squeezing of column inches away from 
theatre coverage – for anything but the biggest companies in par9cular:  

Primarily it’s down to individual arts desks and editors what gets 
reviewed. As a freelancer I don’t have much influence on decisions. 
Maybe some editors feel they have to jusTfy the conTnued existence 
of theatre reviews, now that everything is measured in clicks and 
digital engagement. Theatre reviews don’t tend to aPract a huge 
amount of that unless there are big names in the cast or there’s some 
connecTon to TV. I think a lot of work that doesn’t get covered is 
interesTng and important – for myriad reasons, but partly because it’s 
the seedbed for arTsts who will go on to get mainstream coverage in 
the future.  

 
Sam Marlowe, theatre cri0c (The Times, The Stage, Metro) 

Independent theatre bloggers and other unpaid online writers may be freer to 
cover what they choose. But as Laura Kressly of theatre blog The Play’s The 
Thing UK explains, the unpaid labour of cri9cism is hugely 9me-consuming, 
meaning the chances of a company securing a review are s9ll rare:  

“I get invited to way more than I can see, and don’t even have 9me to process 
all my invita9ons (I currently have 400-plus unread press releases). This goes 
back to systemic problems with theatre cri9cism – more cri9cs than not work 
for free, and balancing unpaid work with remunerated work is hard”. 
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Sanctuary, Blue Teapot, Charlene Kelly as Sophie and Kieran Coppinger as Larry (photo: Reg Gordon) 

 
2.2 Ar9sts with learning disabili9es baQle to be regarded as professional  

      Key points 

• There are complex historical and ongoing reasons for this 
• It is important because non-professional companies tend not to  

get reviewed 
• External barriers include cas9ng, plamorming and marke9ng 
• There may also be some internal barriers  
• Societal s9gma and mispercep9ons con9nue to play a big part 
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Most publica9ons and plamorms do not review work by non-professional 
companies. There is a wider issue here: the cultural devaluing of community 
theatre, and erroneous associa9on of ‘professional’ with ‘good’. Several cri9cs 
find this unsa9sfactory and problema9c, and a spur for change in the reviewing 
system – Gareth K Vile of The List is considering the introduc9on of a 
streamed approach to theatre reviews that would dis9nguish between non-
professional companies in its approach.  

But here we are concerned with the fact that companies that do iden9fy as 
professional may not be being encountered as professional.  

There are some inbuilt ambigui9es. Theatre made by ar9sts with learning 
disabili9es did have its roots in community theatre, including therapeu9c 
endeavours, and many ar9s9cally ambi9ous companies also draw on social 
funding. Indeed, many companies share a lack of certainty about how to look 
both “inwards and outwards”: how to balance growing ar9s9c vision with ogen 
narrow funding opportuni9es, and how to ar9culate the complex 360 degree 
value of their work within an arts industry that can operate in terms of 
ar9ficially compartmentalised ‘outcomes’.   

There is also great diversity between companies in terms of levels of funding, 
training and professional ambi9on. Previously there has been a real lack of 
professional training routes for these ar9sts – though Mind The Gap, Hijinx, 
Hubbub and Access All Areas are among the companies whose bespoke 
professional trainings are changing this.  

One further factor may be the nature of the benefit system, which makes 
paying ar9sts with learning disabili9es a complex business, and professional 
status an ambiguous asset. Asked what may be hindering cri9cal coverage, one 
actor from Gateshead-based theatre company The Lawnmowers comments, 
“there is… some fear that if we are seen as too professional it might affect our 
benefits”. 

Two par9cular external factors also emerge from the research – factors that 
both perpetuate the struggles of companies to establish themselves as 
professional, and undermine progress already made.  
 

Cas9ng 

It is s9ll very common to see characters with a learning disability and/or au9sm 
played by non-disabled or neurotypical actors. Access All Areas’ Cian Binchy 
talks about his experience of being recruited as au9sm advisor to the Na9onal 
Theatre’s produc9on of The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, to 
assist the neurotypical lead actor.  
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All this does not go unno9ced by cri9cs. “This is what struck me,” says Sam 
Marlowe. “Some of these plays I have seen are about learning disability but are 
not necessarily working with people who have that disability”. So opportuni9es 
for a wider public and cri9cs to see these ar9sts working professionally are 
being missed – and the mispercep9ons around their lack of capacity to do so 
may be perpetuated.   
 

PlaRorming and marke9ng  

Several companies speak about having their professional, ar9s9cally-driven 
produc9on programmed by a venue – only to find it is being packaged within a 
‘family day’ (when it is not a family show), or staged in the foyer. When touring 
Eat The Stars, Spectra found themselves being “shuffled over” from the 
programming to the learning and par9cipa9on team at one venue, which set 
about marke9ng the produc9on solely to associated disability groups. 

Yet perhaps not all barriers to being regarded as professional companies are 
external. Daniel Vais, ar9s9c director of Drag Syndrome, is vocal about the role 
the “learning disabled community” may play in this. In par9cular, he signals the 
way in which some families of ar9sts champion their achievements on social 
media. “I understand. All their life they are figh9ng for their children to be 
accepted, and their protec9ve mechanism is second nature. But going ‘clap 
clap clap’ about their children on social media detracts from the ar9sts’ 
professionalism.” 

Several ar9sts make comparable points about the role their families, and the 
superstructures around them, can play in determining how they are seen by the 
arts world – and by themselves. 

But we should not underes9mate the role of mispercep9ons around the 
capacity of people with learning disability to be professional ar9sts. Common 
gripes amongst companies are phrases such as: “How did they learn their 
lines?”, “They must get so much out of it”, and the perennial “Ah bless!” Jez 
Colborne, who has played parts from Don Quixote to Jekyll and Hyde, and 
devised and toured three one-man shows, tells us he s9ll encounters people 
who think they’re coming to see an amateur pantomime, and gets referred to 
as a ‘service user’.  

“I think people have low expecta9ons, basically,” summarises Ben PeYZ-Wade 
of Hijinx. “When we make work we’re always thinking about the audience. We 
don’t want them to patronise us, to be doing us a favour in being there. We 
want them to sit there and say, ‘come on then, I’ve paid my money, entertain 
me!’” 
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When I started 10 years ago, reviewers didn’t come and review our shows. They 
felt uncomfortable to review. They said we weren’t professional and they felt it 
was unfair. Now, they are all coming. I really focussed on the profile of the 
company. I set up a training programme, so our performers can audiTon for 
mainstream theatre companies and work professionally. I changed the repertoire. 
For me it’s so important that our actors feel they are part of the bigger community 
of actors: that they can tell the stories of classics, of new plays, something that 
could also be in a mainstream theatre, rather than just ‘how does it feel to have a 
learning disability’. 

 
Maria Oller, ar0s0c director, Lung Ha Theatre Company

WE ARE ALL JUST LITTLE CREATURES, a co-producTon between Curious Seed and Lung Ha Theatre Company in 
associaTon with Lyra (photo: Peter Dibdin) 
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EXPERIENCING THE WORK…  
 
Not Your Circus Dog: Not F**ckin’ Sorry, Soho Theatre, London, November 2019 

In an image that would comically encapsulate my predicament were I here to file a 
conven9onal review, I’m leg watching the second half of this show with my notebook and 
pen in one hand and a bleeding heart held gently in the other. Given the company in 
ques9on’s evident flair for subversive cheek, I’m not en9rely sure this isn’t inten9onal.  

The s9cky prop has been handed to me by Adam Smith, at the climax to a confronta9onal 
sequence in which audience members are offered Love Hearts sweets with the line, “Go 
on, have a heart!” Because underpinning this sweaty, sparkly, shamelessly sexy cabaret is a 
chilling concept: each of the four performers carries a bucket, into which we are invited to 
throw green supermarket counters whenever we feel entertained. Whoever has the most 
counters at the end of the show will get to stay alive. 

Bit OTT? Not if you have any knowledge of the history of learning disability and 
discrimina9on, including the recent rise of Mate and Hate crime and inhumane 
government cuts. Not Your Circus Dog are a collec9ve of learning disabled and 
neurodiverse performers who all graduated from Access All Areas’ Performance Making 
Diploma at Royal Central. They know from first hand experience that in our society, some 
lives are s9ll held to be worth less than others. 

Through sa9rical riffs on Countdown and Children in Need, Not F**ckin’ Sorry manages to 
slip us the above sociopoli9cal context. But this collabora9vely devised piece makes its 
point most powerfully via a punk cabaret aesthe9c that rejoices in highly individual 
performance styles. It pops and fizzes with personality, from Housni ‘DJ’ Hassan’s sharply-
executed yet joyously exuberant dancing to Emma Selwyn’s terse humour, from Steph 
Newman’s mesmeric air of insouciance to Smith’s irrepressible tongue.  

People with learning disabili9es have faced mul9ple barriers (including legal ones) to living 
as sexual beings. Here, radically, are four neurodiverse performers holding a Soho 
audience’s gaze as they strip to their undies and share their sexual fantasies, from John 
Barrowman and a chocolate fountain to Trent Reznor in the video for Closer. Staged with a 
mix of seduc9ve panache and comic bathos, this sequence alone makes Not F**ckin Sorry 
one of the most important shows I’ve seen at Soho Theatre in years.  

But how could you reflect this in stars – or green counters for that maZer? It’s a piece of 
postdrama9c theatre that joshes with the preconcep9on that ar9sts with learning 
disabili9es can’t be professional (“there’s a proper show on next” they reassure us with 
tongues in cheeks). It’s also a show that teases with a tension between judging who is 
deserving of life and who is deserving of stage 9me. And it reminds us – while having zero 
9me for a pity party – to ask what place there is in cri9cism for the heart.   

Bella Todd 



2.3 Crea9ve agency is in ques9on  

      Key points 

• There is much uncertainty around the crea9ve agency of ar9sts with 
learning disabili9es 

• Some9mes this links to mispercep9ons about their capacity to work as 
ar9sts 

• Some9mes it comes from an informed awareness around poten9al 
exploita9on 

• There is a need for companies to communicate their crea9ve processes 
• Ar9sts with learning disabili9es need to be supported to have a voice in 

the industry off stage, as well as on 

There is another reason why ar9sts with learning disabili9es may not be 
encountered as professionals – a ques9on of crea9ve agency. This appears to 
be rooted in both deep societal mispercep9ons about the capaci9es of people 
with learning disabili9es, and a well-meaning alertness to the fact agency has 
not been fostered in the past.     

We can see the former aYtude writ large in the treatment of performance 
collec9ve Drag Syndrome during their recent tour of America. Dates were 
cancelled on the grounds the ar9sts were not thought to be performing with 
‘full and informed consent’. Rather than being recognised as ar9sts – who had 
originated and craged their drag personas, and in many cases sought the 
company out – individuals with Down’s syndrome were perceived as being 
manipulated and puppeteered by (non-learning disabled) ar9s9c director 
Daniel Vais. 
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The controversy we had in the USA showed it all. A 
person with a learning disability is seen as someone 
with a broken soul who doesn’t have a mind of their 
own, who can’t process informaTon, who can’t 
choose, who doesn’t understand the world around 
them. People think that people with Down’s 
syndrome have no capacity to understand their 
career path or to choose creaTvely. It is completely 
the opposite with these arTsts. 

Daniel Vais, ar0s0c director, Drag Syndrome  



This reflects the experience of BLINK Dance Theatre, who describe themselves 
as ‘a neurodiverse group of five ar9sts who perform and facilitate together’. 
Their members include Francis Majekodunmi (also a member of Drag 
Syndrome), and Delson Weekes, who is non-verbal and makes crea9ve use of 
an iPad in their latest show, Boy Meets Girl. Feedback given by audience 
members and poten9al programmers ogen betrays an assump9on that the two 
members with visible learning disabili9es have less input in the crea9ve 
process. “As an inclusive company we work hard for each co-director to be as 
equal as possible,” says one figh of the company, Vicki Hawkins. “But 
judgements get made about what can and can’t have come from the 
imagina9on or the crea9ve process of someone with a learning disability”.  

Many reviews also betray an assump9on that ar9sts with learning disabili9es 
aren’t ‘really ac9ng’ – especially when the actor is playing a character with a 
learning disability. References to such quali9es as honesty, authen9city and 
realness thus become double-edged swords in this context.  

This misconcep9on also complicates the choice of material for ar9sts and 
companies. Devised work, and work ‘about’ learning disability issues, arguably 
carries with it a greater risk of playing in to the misconcep9on that actors 
aren’t really ac9ng – a point alluded to by Maria Oller of Lung Ha (see p.16), 
and one that Mind The Gap have become more aware of since moving away 
from classic texts, and foregrounding their ar9sts’ personal stories with 2017’s 
Contained.  

Hubbub, Open Theatre and Spectra have also all experienced reviews in which 
the cri9c has mistakenly assumed that the performance of an ar9st with a 
learning disability was being somehow ‘propped up’ on stage by a non-disabled 
or neurotypical performer, or even a support worker.   
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What we do as performers is always taken from the self. I think 
there is a percepTon that people with learning disabiliTes aren’t 
acTng, that they’re not playing a character. These arTsts have 
craj and know the difference – clearly flipping know the 
difference – between off stage and on stage, between being in 
character and not being in character. Every point in the 
performance will be a chosen movement or inflecTon, yes 
influenced by natural movement or speech paPern, but sTll 
performance. The learning disability may be part of what they 
use. 

Sue Caudle, ar0s0c director, DIY Theatre  



In one direc9on, then, the ques9on mark around crea9ve agency insinuates 
itself out of patronising preconcep9ons about the capaci9es of people with 
learning disabili9es to be meaning-making, to have ar9s9c inten9on. Others 
are placing the ques9on mark more deliberately, and from an informed 
perspec9ve drawing on the history of learning disability in the theatre. 

Cri9c and former Guardian theatre editor Andrew Dickson feels there may be, 
“an anxiety there informed by the long, brutal history of people with learning 
disabili9es being put on stage or shown off in public places in order to be 
laughed at and humiliated. I wonder if some of that filters into a current anxiety 
about not being quite sure how to place this work”.  
 
Richard Hayhow of Open Theatre argues the issue is not en9rely confined to 
history: 

  

Cri9cs for Disability Arts Online are leading the way in ensuring there is 
ongoing cri9cal enquiry into whether work is being crea9vely led by people 
with learning disabili9es, and whether stories told are “authen9c”. The issue 
then becomes one of ar9cula9ng and communica9ng crea9ve process.  

Hijinx’s Meet Fred and Australian company BacktoBack’s Ganesh Versus The 
Third Reich were both huge cri9cal successes. Could this be, in part, because 
they addressed ques9ons around crea9ve agency within themselves, providing 
metatheatrical space for both the companies, and the cri9cs, to apprehend and 
interrogate their anxie9es? 

Other companies have addressed crea9ve agency in pre-show announcements. 
A review for Reviews Hub, of Open Theatre’s 2018 show The Twisted Tale of 
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I think, to be honest, there is sTll someone without a learning disability 
pulling the strings in a lot of this work. I have seen meaningless 
producTons of Shakespeare in which actors with learning disabiliTes have 
been drilled to regurgitate lines, rather than supported to discover 
themselves as arTsts. A criTc will spot that and then be put in that 
complex posiTon of not knowing how to review the work. That’s not the 
reviewer’s problem, it’s the people creaTng the work. As a collecTve or a 
network, we don’t have enough conversaTons about this very issue: 
autonomy, and how we enable that through the creaTve process.  

                        Richard Hayhow, ar0s0c director, Open Theatre  



Hansel and Gretel, men9ons that the director spoke before the performance, 
explaining that the actors had a major role in the whole crea9ve process. 
Interes9ngly, the review goes on to give a notably fuller and more cri9cally 
engaged discussion of individual performances. 

But there are ongoing quandaries. One is how to communicate crea9ve 
processes that ogen challenge hierarchical norms of theatre-making –
 especially when conven9onal cri9cism is used to telling us the name of the 
writer and of the director, and liZle more. Another is how to beZer support 
ar9sts to dialogue about their work themselves, when plamorms such as post-
show discussions so ogen pose addi9onal access barriers.  

 

   

 

       Drag Syndrome (photo: Holly Ravell) 
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It’s important for me to know whose voice I am hearing: is it those of 
learning disabled arTsts? Or have learning disabled arTsts been cast in 
something that has been enTrely wriPen and created by non-disabled 
arTsts? The laPer isn’t ‘wrong’, but it is important, for me, to know who 
has been in the creaTve driving seat. 

Kate Lovell, disabled arts cri0c 
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EXPERIENCING THE WORK…  
 
Mind The Gap: A LiQle Space, Old Market, Brighton, December 2019 (preview) 

I will later find out, in a post-show discussion, that at least one member of Mind 
The Gap finds the lack of lines in their new show to be the main challenge. (“I’m a 
storyteller, I learn lines!” says JoAnne Haines, “in this there is only two!”) But 
watching A LiZle Space at the 9me, I feel as though I’m experiencing a round peg 
finding a round hole. A collabora9on with renowned physical theatre company 
Gecko, this is Mind The Gap’s first physical theatre piece in its 30-year history.  

In A LiZle Space, spoken text is relegated to barely audible muZerings, whispers 
under the performers’ breath and echoes in the network of copper pipes that 
frame the set. Instead, the cast use their bodies and their breath to convey a tale 
of modern day isola9on and aloneness that connects the various tenants of a 
block of urban flats.  

There are, it turns out, striking parallels between Gecko’s interna9onally 
acclaimed crea9ve process and those arrived at by several companies working 
with ar9sts with learning disabili9es. One involves having all sets, props and 
ligh9ng in place from day one. Here, this contributes to a sense of the performers 
really owning the space.  

It also leads to both a pleasingly surreal sense of diverse imagina9ons let loose, 
and the more sinister impression of a dream world overtaking reality as lonely 
minds are leg to themselves. Disembodied hands reach out from trapdoors. 
Sec9ons of stage floor flip up to reveal grassy liZle garden plots – or are they 
graves? One flat is recreated, in all its drab domes9c detail, as a costume, a sort of 
grotesquely comic harness in which the flat’s inhabitant lurches and staggers.  

A LiZle Space has universal relevance on a thema9c level. The body and 
breathwork, meanwhile, encourage a deeper, more embodied sense of 
iden9fica9on. I find my diaphragm moving in 9me with the ar9sts’, and my 
finger9ps 9ngling as one hand on stage reaches for another.  

The post-show discussion may go on to destabilise everything I think I have 
intuited about Mind The Gap’s experience of the crea9ve process. But when 
JoAnne Haines takes her handheld torch, peers into the stalls, and smiles, I fancy I 
know exactly what she’s smiling at. It feels to me as though she’s found her 
audience, and found her form. 

Bella Todd 



2.4 There is a reluctance to be cri9cal   

      Key Points 

• Ar9sts are calling for more nega9ve feedback  
• There is a mispercep9on of these ar9sts as vulnerable 
• There is a sensi9vity to the fact that people with learning disabili9es are 

marginalised 
• The cri9cal silence is self-perpetua9ng as cri9cs feel exposed and 

frightened to “go first”  
• Direct invita9ons to “be honest” can have a real impact 

 
Over the course of the research interviews, several people, including Guardian 
cri9c Mark Fisher and actor Cian Binchy, quoted Oscar Wilde:  

‘There is only one thing in the world worse than being talked about,  
and that is not being talked about’. 

This is the situa9on for many ar9sts with learning disabili9es who feel they are 
working “in the shadows” as a result of con9nuing cri9cal silence. The ask is 
summed up by one Lawnmowers actor who says: “It is not important whether 
it is a good or a bad review. We just want to be acknowledged”. Housni ‘DJ’ 
Hassan talks about the importance of “honesty” in a review. Mind The Gap 
speak of “celebra9ng and making the most of nega9ve feedback more than 
anything else”.  
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Reviews are important because if you don’t get criTqued you’re never gonna 
learn, never gonna progress, never gonna develop. Theatre isn’t a walk in 
the park or a bed of roses. You have to be strong and to accept that some 
things don’t work. SomeTmes we do need harder criTcism, not people 
saying ‘ooh it’s wonderful’. I think criTcs don’t want to hurt people’s 
feelings. That shouldn’t be the point any more.  

Jez Colborne, actor, Mind The Gap 



Why might reviewers be reluctant to be cri9cal? 

Paternalis9c, infantalising a^tudes 

All the companies think there is a mispercep9on of vulnerability. Many also 
encounter infantalising aYtudes, with actors in their 40s and 50s – actors with 
careers and rela9onships and beards – being referred to as “children”. Of 
possible relevance here is a Telegraph review of Mind The Gap’s ZARA, in 
which the cri9c describes the piece as ‘Brecht for babies’ and ‘Agitprop for 
tots’. Whether consciously or no, a play about learning disabled experiences of 
parenthood is described as if it were for or by children. 

Desire to support marginalised ar9sts 

As with the ques9on of crea9ve agency, a more informed cri9cal perspec9ve 
may also come in to play here. Tim Cornwell, a cri9c for The Scotsman with a 
focus on mental health, talks of the responsibility of the cri9c to strike a 
balance between offering honesty to the reader, and encouragement to those 
ar9sts, “facing par9cular challenges who deserve support, for whom merely 
geYng to the stage is an achievement, and [who] might be more vulnerable to 
harsh or entertainingly cri9cal reviews that people might hope for from a 
reviewer in a different context”.  

Asked what might be geYng in the way of honest, rigorous cri9que, Herald 
cri9c Neil Cooper prefaces a more complex answer with the words: “Liberal 
guilt”. 

The issue here, of course, is that uncri9cal support for an ar9st is no kind of 
support at all. Ireland’s Blue Teapot Theatre Company have addressed this 
head-on, siYng down with regional reviewers and openly invi9ng them to “be 
cri9cal, be honest”. In the case of the Galway Adver9ser, which reviewed 
Dancing at Lughnasa ager this mee9ng, the effect appears to have been 
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I think there is probably something that goes on for all of us criTcs when 
confronted by a piece of work by learning disabled arTsts where you go, 
‘oh god what if I really hate this? And how am I going to find a way to 
write about it that is non-judgemental in some way?’ Of course in reality, 
I’ve ojen gone to see work by learning disabled arTsts and gone, ‘oh my 
goodness this is so interesTng’. 

Lyn Gardner, theatre cri0c 



immediate. The reviewer observes: ‘Due to her Down’s syndrome, Jennifer 
[Cox]’s enuncia9on is not always en9rely clear and, ini9ally, it was tricky to 
catch some of her lines. However, I found ager a couple of scenes my ear 
‘tuned in’ to her cadences…’. 

All the cri9cs involved in this research say they would find such a direct 
invita9on helpful. They also share a feeling around being very exposed when 
wri9ng cri9cally about the work of marginalised ar9sts  – a feeling accentuated 
by the possibility of being “nailed to the floor” on TwiZer. As Robin Jax, an 
ar9st with performance company Spectra, intuits, “cri9cs don’t want to be the 
first and get it wrong”.  

The vicious circle is then further compounded. As Lyn Gardner puts it, “at the 
moment there are so few reviews of learning disabled work, the danger is that 
the response to those becomes magnified”. 

 
2.5 Cri9cs are unaware of the cri9cal reflec9on that goes on within 
companies    
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     Key Points 

• Companies do a lot of work around cri9cal and reflec9ve prac9ce 
• Ar9sts are being encouraged to do their own theatre reviews 
• Ar9sts are being supported to encounter reviews of their work 
• This could embolden cri9cs to engage: but currently it all happens 

‘behind the scenes’

I think lack of habituaTon is a big issue – criTcs are just not used to seeing 
learning-disabled performers on stage, and they then become 
uncomfortable about criTquing the work. This is fed by the way that 
learning disabled people are too ojen presented in the mainstream media, 
wider society and some charitable media: as objects of pity and charity 
[and] as childlike and innocent, desexualised and ‘cute’. I think this can 
make criTcs feel afraid of being deemed a nasty person for daring to 
criTcise a learning disabled performer or creaTve. 

Kate Lovell, disabled arts cri0c



A significant advance over recent years is the cul9va9on of a cri9cal culture 
within theatre companies. Key to the development of people with learning 
disabili9es as professional ar9sts is their growth as reflec9ve prac99oners.  

Companies iden9fy three strands to this: seeing and cri9quing the work of 
other theatre companies, both within and beyond the learning disability sector; 
developing cri9cal processes within crea9on of their own work; being 
encouraged and supported to encounter formal reviews. Mind The Gap ar9st 
Jez Colborne explains how this has helped him be open to mul9ple 
perspec9ves: “remembering that, as an ar9st, it’s not just about you, it’s about 
everybody else”. 

This is important in many ways. Most per9nent to this report is the framing of 
theatre cri9cism as something in which ar9sts with learning disabili9es (and 
indeed all ar9sts) can and should be ac9ve par9cipants, not passive recipients. 
Ar9sts are increasingly encountering the idea that theatre cri9cism is 
something that may be ‘done by’ and ‘done with’, rather than ‘done to’. One 
thing driving this is the fact that, as Mind The Gap’s Lisa Mallaghan explains, 
“people with learning disabili9es have ogen never been encouraged to think 
cri9cally about anything, never mind theatre”. Jess MacKenzie of About Face 
concurs: “to begin with the actors don’t have the crea9ve vocabulary. That’s 
not because of their learning disability, it’s because of their life experience and 
what’s (not) been expected of them over the years”. 

Work is also being done to support actors to encounter reviews. “They’re 
actually very tough, well established, well developed actors who can take 
cri9cism as well as praise,” says Dawn Redhead of The Lawnmowers. “We go 
through reviews and audience comments in one to one and group discussions.” 
Perhaps this is one area in which these companies are leading the way for all 
theatre companies. As Lyn Gardner observes, such prac9ce is, “absolutely 
crucial for any company – there is not enough training that prepares people for 
how they might deal with and contextualise reviews, so on the whole there is 
an enormously unsophis9cated response to reviews”. 
 
Perhaps what needs to happen now is for companies to find a way to 
communicate their work in encouraging and suppor9ng reflec9ve prac9ce. 
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As much as criTcs have a reputaTon for being cold and unfeeling, I can’t think of 
any of my peers (barring the likes of QuenTn LePs) who wouldn’t automaTcally 
and subconsciously be more lenient in their criTque of work by arTsts with 
learning disabiliTes. I reckon we would need reassurance that rigorous criTque 
would not be taken personally and a plan is in place to protect the wellbeing of 
arTsts with learning disabiliTes in the instance of negaTve reviews. 

 
Laura Kressly, theatre blogger, The Play’s the Thing UK  



2.6 Cri9cs are oaen uninformed about language, learning disability and the 
history of learning disability arts 

Cri9cs vary greatly as to how much background research they like to do, and to 
what degree a show should “speak for itself”. But most interviewees tend to 
feel that more-is-probably-more when it comes to cri9quing theatre made by 
learning disabled ar9sts. Joe Turnbull, Assistant Editor of Disability Arts Online, 
believes, “in having as much context as possible… Especially when learning 
disabled perspec9ves can be so radical and challenging, some9mes I need a 
liZle hand holding to go on the journey successfully”. Natasha Tripney of The 
Stage, agrees that we all have blind spots, and feels this leads to a, “two-
pronged problem: some are reluctant to say anything, while others wade into 
things that perhaps they don’t know enough about”. 

Aside from crea9ve process (discussed in sec9on 2.3), this lack of knowledge 
falls into three categories, and means cri9cs are finding it a challenge to say 
anything at all about a produc9on, let alone, as Andrew Dickson says, “to 
analyse it with the right nuance”.  
 

Language 

All interviewees agree on one thing: there is an issue around language. As PR 
Faye Dawson puts it, “At the moment everyone is treading on eggshells – apart 
from the other half, and that’s the problem”. In some areas of the media, these 
ar9sts con9nue to be referred to as ‘children’, ‘invalids’ and ‘service users’. At 
the other extreme, some of the cri9cal silence may be aZributable to a real 
nervousness around language. Ben PeYZ-Wade of Hijinx acknowledges that 
terminology around learning disability, au9sm and neurodiversity is evolving 
extremely quickly, and is very personal.  

The companies are clear: “Just ask”. The cri9cs all say: “Just tell us”. It has been 
Hijinx’s experience that cri9cs do pay aZen9on to, and adopt, language 
companies use themselves. Blue Teapot have also found that being fas9dious 
in their own communica9ons and press releases has an impact. Mind The Gap 
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      Key Points 

• Cri9cs lack knowledge and educa9on in key areas 
• The scarcity of coverage is a vicious circle 
• Long-term rela9onships between companies and cri9cs have a big 

impact – and are increasingly rare



are currently working on a language guide, which they hope will prevent de-
professionalising references to, for example, Mind The Gap as a ‘group’ rather 
than a ‘company’.  
 

Learning disability and disability 

There is also lack of understanding around what learning disability is on a 
prac9cal level and the spectrum of condi9ons that can – or don’t – fall under 
that umbrella. And there is a lack of knowledge about disability more generally, 
including the social model of disability. Those most informed have benefited 
from happenstance: a course they had access to in another role; a rela9ve who 
works with people with learning disabili9es; a friend or family member who has 
a learning disability.  
 

The history of disability and learning disability arts 

Cri9cs are also largely ignorant about the history of learning disability in the 
arts, and no wonder – it is a largely untold history. “Ogen the first thing a 
journalist will do before wri9ng something is to have a quick poke around on 
the internet to see what other people have wriZen,” says Lyn Gardner. “You can 
say it’s laziness, or fear – but it’s also about geYng a handle on something. 
Because these companies haven’t had much coverage, there is a gap there.” 

Perhaps this results in the progress-thwar9ng effect Vanessa Brooks has 
elsewhere observed (Vanessabrooks2020.com), whereby actors with learning 
disabili9es are, ‘caught in a revolving door… in one moment and out the next, 
always new and never seen before, learning disability in general audience-
facing theatre is stuck in debut mode’.  

The lack of a recorded history, beyond academic circles, thus leaves cri9cs 
without context or curiosity – or leaves them reaching yet again for what 
Brooks calls the inspira9onal ‘coming out’ narra9ve.  

Nick Llewellyn, Ar9s9c Director of Access All Areas, is especially passionate 
about the need for “a history lesson”, and hopes the new Digital Influencer 
project with Disability Arts Online could help to furnish us with a learning 
disabled-led guided history. 
 

Efforts in all the above categories are likely to help. But companies are aware 
that it takes 9me for everyone to move beyond their internal barriers. 

Where does consciousness-raising among cri9cs best take place? If the review 
archives shared with us by Ireland’s Blue Teapot and Scotland’s Lung Ha are 
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anything to go by, in the context of a long-term rela9onship with a company, 
and over the course of a long career. 

Neil Cooper, who has been reviewing Lung Ha for a decade, and has also 
wriZen previews, interviews and news features about the company, affirms the 
value of this connec9on over many years. Asked what has helped him to 
engage cri9cally with Lung Ha, he says: “Familiarity over 9me, I guess. I think, if 
I’m honest, for a few years I wasn’t really sure how to write about Lung Ha, 
because what they’re doing as a company is or was quite removed from the 
tradi9onal and largely bogus no9on of ‘excellence’”. He goes on to talk about 
the 9me needed to acquire a frame of reference to be able to “judge things on 
their own terms”, and to find a language.  

But Cooper’s experience is rare, and has much to do with the cri9cal and 
theatrical landscape in Scotland. Cri9cs elsewhere are more likely to be 
working narrow patches or ‘parachuted in’ from London. Paid by the word 
rather than the hour, or not at all, they have increasingly less scope to explore 
and to educate themselves. As Alice Saville, editor of online theatre magazine 
Exeunt, explains, “Because arts cri9cism is so de-centred, a very neo-liberal 
model in which people are just about geYng paid small amounts for individual 
tasks, there’s no sense of cri9cs having sustained professional development. 
I’m a member of The Cri9cs Circle and spoke to them about the idea of 
encouraging members to go on trainings, including one on unconscious bias. 
The issue was funding.” 
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People are terrified to fuck up and be un-PC. I think everyone has to relax the 
hair-do and let people be offensive unintenTonally – to not hold such a defensive 
posiTon and to maybe be a liPle more supporTve of criTcs, a liPle bit more 
helpful, more kind. Because it’s ojen ‘the big bad people who are going to come 
and mark us’! Give somebody the space to have a journey around this. I think that 
lead should come from us. 

Petal Pilley, ar0s0c director, Blue Teapot Theatre Company 

Because work like this is not a ‘norm’ for most reviewers, I think it is helpful to raise 
awareness of how the arTsts want to be treated, how they want to be referred to, 
and the processes behind a piece. The ulTmate aim is always to not need any of 
this. That is not really possible at the moment when there isn’t enough visibility of 
these arTsts. 

 
                                 Daisy Bowie-Sell, cri0c and former WhatsOnStage editor 



2.7 The ‘to label or not to label’ dilemma is s9ll going strong 

       
      Key Points 

• Companies con9nue to wrestle with how to iden9fy themselves 
• There is also great varia9on among individual ar9sts  
• There is some evidence that the ‘learning disability’ label does deter 

commissioning editors  
• But not enough is being done to present this in a posi9ve light 
• Cri9cs are unsure what is ok to ‘no9ce’ 
• The wider theatre industry, and arts press, has an important part to play 

in ensuring the work is discussed beyond a disability context 

One reason why companies may have been reluctant to engage in providing 
cri9cs with direct informa9on (see previous sec9on) is fear of being labelled, 
and then gheZoised. Many companies wrestle with the ques9on of whether to 
iden9fy as crea9ng ‘learning disabled theatre’, or varia9ons on this. Some 
companies take the aYtude of neither “hiding” nor “emphasising” learning 
disability. Hijinx and Lung Ha speak about actors who “just happen to have a 
learning disability”.  

Actors themselves differ greatly on this ques9on. One actor with About Face 
used to walk out of the room if Down’s syndrome was men9oned. One 
Lawnmower actor, on the other hand, tells us, “I do not believe that I can do 
the work without [our emphasis] my learning disability”.  

Petal Pilley of Blue Teapot perceives a genera9onal shig. “One of our actors, in 
his late 60s, couldn’t bear the label. There had never been any posi9ve 
affirming of his disability. A lot of the younger actors, they’re proud and loud. 
It’s deeply connected to personal experience and the messaging someone has 
experienced from a young age.” 

There is some evidence that the ‘learning disability’ label does deter 
commissioning editors. When she began working with Mind The Gap, Faye 
Dawson was, “nervous about working on Mia from the PR point of view 
because there was this sense that people would think anything by learning 
disabled people, about learning disabled people, is only for learning disabled 
people or those with invested interest. On first star9ng, it felt that was very 
much the case.” 

Lyn Gardner shares that, “when I was at The Guardian, I would ogen not 
necessarily signal that it was a learning disabled piece of work to the 
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commissioning editor. I would just say it looked interes9ng. It’s a way of geYng 
something in under the wire. Because I think generally people would say it was 
of less interest and would probably be a bit worthy and not aesthe9cally 
interes9ng. Of course the thing that’s really insane about that is that one of the 
things about diversity generally is that you get a bigger pool of stories, a bigger 
pool of theatre-makers, and that ogen means the work is more crea9ve.” 

Perhaps this encapsulates the dilemma. Theatre companies pitching to cri9cs 
(and indeed cri9cs pitching to commissioning editors) may be withholding or 
downplaying the fact that this work is made by ar9sts with learning disabili9es 
in order to avoid it being dismissed as ‘not of interest’. But in doing so, we may 
risk perpetua9ng the inherent assump9on that ar9sts with learning disabili9es 
do not make interes9ng work – and miss an opportunity to amplify posi9ve 
messages for new genera9ons of actors with learning disabili9es. 

Where it is felt, by an ar9st or a company, that learning disability is an integral 
part of what makes their work ar9s9cally interes9ng, perhaps we need to be 
more confident in ar9cula9ng this. Several cri9cs, including Natasha Tripney, of 
The Stage and Sam Marlowe, freelance cri9c for The Times, say this is an 
aspect of the work they would be excited to hear and think more about. 

Currently, there is an ambivalence among and within companies about 
whether, and to what extent, learning disability is ‘relevant’ to the art being 
made – which may be feeding into an uncertainty among cri9cs about what is, 
and isn’t, ok to ‘no9ce’. Time Out’s Andrzej Lukowski describes reviewing a 
Graeae produc9on: “Graeae is very explicit about the nature of its crea9ves in 
terms of other disabili9es, including giving cri9cs a language guide. In a way it’s 
empowering, because it gives you license to comment. An actor’s disability 
might affect the texture of the produc9on in a really interes9ng way, but it 
might be my inclina9on to just not men9on it otherwise. Fear of giving offence 
isn’t quite right – fear of singling people out maybe?” 

Companies may only feel safe to do all this when the theatre industry, and 
wider arts press, gets beZer at invi9ng and enabling ar9sts with learning 
disabili9es to take their righmul place in wider theatrical discussions. 
Otherwise, discussion of this work is in danger of being limited to a disability 
context. 
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Certain behaviours or physicaliTes, or turns of phrase or voice, or how a 
performer might use their lips or tongue in a certain way – these really 
specific things, these wonderful quirks of life – are currently things that 
criTcs are really scared of poinTng out, even in a posiTve way, because 
they’re fearful it might be construed in a negaTve one. 

Nick Llewellyn, ar/s/c director, Access All Areas



 

 

 

Jez Colborne, Mind the Gap, CONTAINED (Photo by Tim Smith) 
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I’m really in the middle. Part of me wants to embrace my disability and 
say, ‘yes I’m a disabled actor, we can do it!’ Another part of me thinks, for 
goodness sake, I just want to be seen as an actor. I just wish it wasn’t a 
bloody big deal. I want to be known as quirky, weird, unusual, mysterious 
– not because I’m auTsTc, but because I’m Cian Binchy. Not for what I 
am but for who I am. 

Cian Binchy, actor, Access All Areas

Having a learning disability always has a role in the work that you do. 
But it also depends what show you’re doing. It’s very true that in learning 
disability arts the art isn’t rarely acknowledged and the reviewing is 
always about an issue. But I also think issues are important. Our own 
stories are usually told by other people. I think that now is changing.  

Paul Wilshaw, Assistant Producer, Mind The Gap
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EXPERIENCING THE WORK…  
 
About Face Theatre Company: Crea9on, The Albany, London, November 2019 

In the glow of an overhead lamp, around a circular table draped with silks, a theatre 
company and their audience come together to create the world. The narrator picks 
up a 9ny bird puppet and, in a clear voice that swoops up and down with the 
rhythms of the text and the movements of her hands, begins to tell a crea9on 
myth. Soon the audience is being gently invited to join in. Other performers open 
liZle wooden chests full of sewn felt animals and invite us to place them on the 
9ny table-stage. Then a box of thimbles is handed round, and our fingers become 
silver-footed birds.  

Crea9on, the latest show from Herefordshire’s About Face Theatre Company, is a 
collec9on of five crea9on myths told via micro-puppetry and songs accompanied 
on programmable music boxes. It’s every bit as enchan9ng as that sounds. But 
what elevates it to something far more interes9ng and impacmul is the audience’s 
encounter with the actors in a 360-degree mee9ng of gazes.  

People with learning disabili9es aren’t hidden here. Nor are they plamormed. We 
are all watching each other, and the actors – who are dressed and equipped as old-
fashioned tailors – are as busy sizing up the (diverse) audience as vice versa. One 
playfully circles us with tape measure alog. Another giggles and claps his hand to 
his mouth with glee when a suitable head is found to wear an extravagant hat 
represen9ng the sun. Just as the text sews together myths from around the world, 
the staging s9tches, between actors and audience members, a patchwork of 
experiences of both otherness and sameness.  

I’m not sure I’ve ever watched a company demonstrate this combina9on of both 
command of, and fresh delight in, their show. But I trip myself up when I try 
reaching for adjec9ves that will capture the par9cular contribu9on of an individual 
actor’s presence. I wonder if ‘innocence’ and ‘un-guardedness’ come to me because 
they are crea9vely invited – by the interac9on of the Edenic theme and the actor’s 
crag; or by a non-learning disabled director who has matched a story and a role to 
an actor’s inbuilt quali9es. Or whether I myself, a non-disabled cri9c, am bringing 
persistent stereotypes of people with learning disabili9es as childlike, and of ar9sts 
with learning disabili9es as innately ‘authen9c’, to the table. 

These ques9ons pique my curiosity in About Face in inverse propor9on to the 
degree they might deter me from responding to Crea9on in a swig-form review. I 
leave keen to know more about the company, to see its other work, to learn 
whether individual actors iden9fy as ‘learning disabled’, and how those that do 
regard the rela9onship between their learning disability and their crea9vity. In so 
many senses, this is theatre as co-crea9on – and the liZle box of uncertain9es it 
has opened inside me is a part of that, too. 
 
Bella Todd 



2.8 Mainstream cri9cism favours norma9ve theatre-making models  

Of course, ar9cula9ng why this work is uniquely interes9ng is only going to 
have trac9on in a cri9cal landscape where there is an appe9te for responding 
to formally and aesthe9cally innova9ve new work. Many theatre companies 
have started to ques9on whether this is the case.  

Gus Garside of Crea9ve Minds connects this work to the agitprop and poli9cal 
fringe theatre of the Seven9es and Eigh9es in its capacity to disquiet 
audiences and disrupt theatrical norms. He feels we’ve recently seen a 
“retrenchment” in cri9cism away from valuing these quali9es. Likewise, Nick 
Llewellyn of Access All Areas feels that “well-made naturalis9c plays by actors 
from RADA” are s9ll the “cri9c’s gold standard”. Richard Hayhow of Open 
Theatre no9ces an overvaluing of “the ability to learn lines as part of what 
makes someone a good actor. So when somebody can’t learn lines or speak 
clearly, you’re challenging that fundamental norm of what theatre is about.” 

Recent academic cri9cism has focused on this capacity of theatre made by 
ar9sts with learning disabili9es to expose the limits of performance 
conven9ons. The ques9on for our report is whether this is puYng cri9cs off. 

Lyn Gardner feels that most cri9cs do s9ll come from an Oxbridge, FR Leavis 
tradi9on, which sees theatre as “being about text”. Mark Fisher wonders if 
there is something comparable in the way many engage with theatre and sport. 
“What we’re some9mes going for is to see elite performances: the highest 
jumper, the most skilled orator. If you go with that eli9sm then you do come 
unstuck with performers who have neither the ambi9on nor the ability to hit 
those ‘heights’.”  

Andrzej Lukowski reminds us of the “broader barrier – that once you get on the 
West End scale, theatre is fundamentally capitalist performance. If seeing 
actors with learning disabili9es on stage makes it a different and – in some 
respects, perhaps just because it is different, a harder to watch experience - 
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      Key points 

• Work by ar9sts with learning disabili9es can pose challenges to 
norma9ve models and values 

• Mainstream cri9cism tends to be biased toward text-based, formally 
conven9onal work 

• Some cri9cs are more adept at shiging their contexts than others



that limits it as something that would get on to a large stage and be viewed as 
selling a large number of 9ckets”.  

So we’re back to the pressures on mainstream arts cri9cism, and the bleeding 
away of column inches from reviewing all but the biggest West End shows. 
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All the models that have been passed down to us have come from white 
men, and people who went to Oxbridge. There is all this theatre being 
made now that has no interest in conforming to those models. So I think 
we’re having a crisis moment in criTcism, because there are people going 
to review things who genuinely don’t know what they’re looking at. They 
think, ‘well that doesn’t conform to the model so that must be crap’. In 
some quarters there’s an unwillingness even to consider: Maybe it’s you! 
Maybe it’s not the work! We need more paid criTcs who are genuinely 
excited by this innovaTon. 

Sam Marlowe, theatre cri/c (The Times, The Stage, Metro)

We talk about embracing a new aestheTc. We work creaTvely with 
people’s different speech paPerns and natural movements and bodies, and 
with an unpredictability with learning disabled people that can someTmes 
come through. There would need to be an openness in reviews to that 
different aestheTc, about what you think should happen on stage. Maybe 
that’s why criTcs don’t come – are they very tradiTonal and out of their 
depth? 

Allie Walton-Robson, crea/ve director,  
Headway Arts Inclusive Theatre

I think I go with more of an open mind around things like narraTve and 
structure, especially if it’s creaTvely led by learning-disabled people. I am 
also willing to accept that there may be aestheTc consideraTons and 
perspecTves I am not used to. They may confront my sensibiliTes and I 
am also aware that it is someTmes necessary to counter your own 
internalised prejudices about certain forms of expression. 

Joe Turnbull, assistant editor, Disability Arts Online



2.9 Mainstream cri9cs (s9ll) aren’t a diverse group 

 
 

 
 
 
All the cri9cs involved in this research feel that doing their job well involves 
being able to adjust your context, to encounter the show on its own terms: as 
Mark Fisher puts it, you “follow the energy of the show”. But what if, as Joe 
Turnbull in9mates in the above quote, cri9cs reviewing theatre made by ar9sts 
with learning disabili9es are in danger of overlooking or undervaluing ‘energies’ 
that may be very new to them? 

This raises the ques9on of whether we need more cri9cs with learning 
disabili9es, and disabili9es in general, in order for the work to get its cri9cal 
dues.  

Some actors feel it is important that the reviewer should have a disability, in 
order to understand where the work is coming from. Several companies 
reference the reviews on Disability Arts Online as offering the most rigorous, 
informed cri9que of their work. Disability Arts Online editors and writers were 
the only interviewees who men9oned considera9on of access, especially 
access as a crea9ve tool, as something they look for in a piece of theatre. 

So who is looking, or experiencing? Currently, very few cri9cs with learning 
disabili9es. Natasha Tripney, at The Stage, has been proac9ve in diversifying 
the pool of cri9cs in terms of age, ethnic background and gender iden9ty – but 
does not currently commission any cri9cs with disabili9es (though she is keen 
to change this).  

Samuel Sims, Manager Director of A Younger Theatre, draws a direct link 
between the lack of cri9cs with learning disabili9es, and lack of cri9cal 
engagement with the work of these companies. He feels this would result in 
less need for the educa9on referred to in sec9on 2.6. He thinks it would also 
result in more pitches – because A Younger Theatre, like many plamorms, works 
with volunteer reviewers, what gets reviewed is more likely to come down to 
personal interest.  

Sims has tried various social media call-outs for diverse reviewers without 
much take-up. Crea9ve Minds has been working with ar9sts with learning 
disabili9es to do reviews for some 9me, but this “hasn’t blossomed” into the 
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      Key points 

• Non-disabled cri9cs may be more in danger of overlooking and 
undervaluing aZributes of this work  

• AZempts to encourage more cri9cs with learning disabili9es haven’t 
(yet) taken off  



network of regular reviewers Gus Garside had hoped for. Disability Arts Online 
explain that they “don’t have any magic answers on how we facilitate more 
learning disabled cri9cs, yet” – but they are hoping to learn from the 
Transforming Leadership project with Access All Areas.  
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I’m embarrassed to say that there is a serious lack of coverage of 
theatre made by arTsts with learning disabiliTes on our site, though it is 
very far from intenTonal… We pride ourselves on creaTng opportuniTes 
and a stepping-stone for companies and arTsts that may otherwise be 
overlooked and an acTve effort should be made to cover them. What 
we do need more of is learning disabled arTsts who can review for us. 
That would also increase coverage. I feel so excited and inspired when 
marginalised voices are finally given their due. 

Samuel Sims, managing director, A Younger Theatre

In the theatre industry at the moment we're undergoing a real shij, a 
long-needed rebalancing of the voices we are hearing. That is all 
massively posiTve. But I think there are some corners of the industry that 
are slower to respond. Because mainstream criTcism is so Ted to the 
commercial sector it means that, however proacTve the theatre industry 
and its major funders can be, that change doesn’t filter through to the 
criTcal voices that we are hearing. 

Megan Vaughan, PhD researcher into amateur theatre cri0cism 



2.10 Conven9onal cri9cal models may not be fit for purpose 

 

When companies talk about cri9cal engagement they ogen have a na9onal 
newspaper in mind as the ul9mate goal. Such a review comes with a par9cular 
set of constraints on the writer, usually including an overnight file, a 9ght word 
count, and the necessity of aZaching a star ra9ng. These constraints have 
intensified in recent years, with word counts geYng shorter, editors requiring 
snappy one-line ‘verdicts’ to go with the star ra9ng, and cri9cs in some cases 
being asked to suggest whether a show is likely to be “above a three-star” 
before they’ve actually aZended.   

Most cri9cs feel that star ra9ngs are a “nonsense” and a “nightmare”, whatever 
the show. They are even more problema9c a blunt tool when you are dealing 
with work that is in some way new and different; and when, as Sam Marlowe 
puts it, “you’ve got all those other ques9ons flying around your head”. Likewise, 
9ght word counts restrict capacity for nuance, self-reflec9on, openness to and 
about one’s own subjec9vity, and sensi9vity to context. As Mark Fisher 
observes, “It’s a ques9on of closing doors not opening doors: well I can just 
about squeeze through this idea. I guess disability adds an extra layer of 
complexity”. 

Perhaps it is no coincidence that the plamorm making the most inroads into 
reviewing this work is Disability Arts Online – which, in addi9on to employing 
disabled cri9cs, has longer word counts and filing deadlines, and no star 
ra9ngs. For editor Colin Hambrook, there is a deep dissonance between 
conven9onal cri9cal models and the social model of disability: 
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     Key Points 

• A conven9onal review comes with a par9cular set of constraints  
• It encourages: rapid response, value judgements, an objec9ve stance, 

cogni9ve engagement 
• It discourages: uncertainty, nuance, discussion of the subjec9ve 

encounter, embodied responses  
• There may be a misfit between this model and some of the theatre 

made by ar9sts with learning disabili9es 
• Ar9sts (and cri9cs) with learning disabili9es could lead the way in 

helping us all to find exci9ng new cri9cal forms



 

Online theatre magazine Exeunt also offers its writers more freedom – to own 
their subjec9vity, experiment with form, and demonstrate “kindness” in their 
cri9cism. Editor Alice Saville talks about a central principle of the plamorm 
being that of ‘horizontal cri9cism’: “We’re not seYng ourselves above the 
ar9sts we’re talking about. We’re posi9oning them as equals, and having a 
subjec9ve encounter with the work, one that acknowledges that cri9cs are not 
just objec9ve, value-aZribu9ng machines.” 

Rela9ve 9me and space to reflect is also enjoyed by academics engaging with 
this work (see p.8). MaZ Hargraves was embedded with Mind The Gap, able to 
see work mul9ple 9mes, and converse with actors about his responses. Several 
of the cri9cs we interviewed felt that embedded cri9cism might be a useful 
model for companies working with ar9sts with learning disabili9es to explore.     

There may also be an inherent misfit between swig-form cri9cism and an area 
of theatre in which actors and directors ogen talk about both the necessity, 
and the value, of working slowly. Certain words and phrases recur when 
directors try to ar9culate crea9ve process around working with ar9sts with 
learning disabili9es: ‘responsive’, ‘intui9ve’, ‘sensory’, ‘allowing for space’, ‘not 
knowing’, ‘slowing down’. 

Beyond the need for cri9cs to have 9me in which to reflect on context and 
interrogate their responses, perhaps there is also a quality or texture to some 
of this work that wards off linguis9c velocity and invites rigour of a different 
kind. Colin Hambrook is aware of “needing longer to digest” work by ar9sts 
with learning disabili9es, perhaps seeing a piece twice. Asked what would most 
improve cri9cal engagement, one Lawnmower actor tells us, “pa9ence”.  

In response to this sensed need for 9me and space, Hubbub have been 
experimen9ng with a different approach to post-show feedback. Audience 
members for a performance of their Not So Quiet Revolu9on of Kindness were 
invited to spent 9me doing a drawing or wri9ng down key words. “When they 
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The tradiTonal approach to reviewing work and star raTngs rests 
around this whole fucking compeTTve nonsense that devalues people 
within society as a whole on all sorts of levels. Our society believes that 
human beings have to be compeTTve. That’s a construcTon. We’re at 
our best when we collaborate and find value in each other’s strengths – 
which doesn’t mean you don’t talk about what doesn’t work in a show. 
But you do that with context and with compassion. 

Colin Hambrook, editor, Disability Arts Online



held them up with we got a sea of images,” says Jen. “It was beau9ful, and the 
dialogue then contained much more room for feeling”. There is a parallel with 
Mind The Gap’s current work with academic MaZhew Reason. AZendees at 
Mind The Gap’s Let’s Get Changed conference in November 2019, and at 
recent post-show discussions following performances of A LiZle Space, have 
been asked to respond to the ques9on: ‘Where in your body did you 
experience that performance?’  

We may, then, be talking about a need – and an opportunity – to break away 
from the wriZen word as the primary medium for cri9cism. Embarking on the 
Transforming Leadership project with Access All Areas, Joe Turnbull of Disabilty 
Arts Online thinks, “learning disabled theatre can help cri9cism to move away 
from the ‘artwank’ language which is replete throughout cri9cism and 
discussion of most forms of art”. There is nothing mutually exclusive about new 
kinds of theatre, new kinds of cri9c, and new kinds of cri9cal form. Each needs, 
and can help to create, the other. 

 

CreaTon, About Face Theatre Company 
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There’s a larger conversaTon about how fit for purpose that tradiTonal model is 
anyway. But when talking about work like this I don’t think it is. I think you do 
want more criTcs with the Tme and space to engage with what they’ve seen 
and with the processes behind it. Short form, rapid response criTcism does not 
really allow for that. To let a show swill around and percolate for a bit is a really 
valuable thing. 

Natasha Tripney, reviews editor, The Stage



 
 
 

 

 
Eat the Stars, Spectra (photo: Timothy PraP) 
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There is massive potenTal for different kinds of engagement with this work, 
and for criTcal forms to bePer reflect what you see – for a response that is 
more emoTonal and embodied. What would really excite me would be if some 
of the theatre companies made small amounts of funding available to try and 
support more experimental, more longer-term engagement with their work.  

Alice Saville, editor, Exeunt Magazine

I’d like to see far more use of conversaTonal podcasts, collecTve reviews… but 
at the moment that’s not where the money is. What theatre companies want 
is a phrase that adverTses them, and a star raTng showing how good they are. 
That has really trapped criTcism into being part of the markeTng strategy. This 
is something both criTcs, and performers, and markeTng agents, have been 
very guilty of. 

Gareth K Vile, theatre editor, The List
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EXPERIENCING THE WORK…  
 
Spectra: Eat The Stars, The Herbert Art Gallery, Coventry, December 2019 

Spectra’s Eat The Stars is a show you experience with all your senses. You don’t just 
watch and hear it (though a highlight is the sight and sound of Robin Jax, founder of 
neurodiverse record label Tiergarten, unleashing an unworldly shoegaze squall while 
wearing a light-up boiler suit). You also smell and taste this fun and imagina9ve 
promenade, as our hands are pasted with vanilla-scented symbols to sort us in to 
groups, and a mysterious mechanism opens, at the denouement, to serve us with 
cakepops encrusted with raspberry powder – raspberry, we are later informed, being 
the closest edible approximate to what space smells like. 

We, and the world around us, are all made of stardust – just six elements crea9ng the 
vast diversity of earthly life. This clear and engaging mo9f accompanies us from the 
opening room, which involves a whimsical encounter with a marble run, through to the 
spectacle of three performers with very different physicali9es dancing a range of 
animals and vegetables. 

Who you experience this show with really maZers. The accessible immersive form 
doesn’t just help Spectra to cater to the different ways in which we all process the 
world. It enables them to provide the powerful experience of being part of a diverse 
audience. In my group is a young baby who, in one darkened room, clutches the 
strange, illuminated tendril next to mine and toZers along with widening eyes as we 
are drawn inwards in an enactment of the ‘Big Bounce’. At various points we also need 
to put our minds together, and pool our varying levels of inhibi9on, to solve puzzles – 
including cracking a code embedded in a series of dance moves.  

Eat The Stars is like a theatrical answer to the Escape Room craze. Each ‘scene’ is a 
puzzle we must solve together to progress through the show. It hands the key to much 
of its meaning to its audience. And it embraces theatre’s poten9al to be a mee9ng 
place. Too many companies miss this opportunity: audience members with learning 
disabili9es file into a designated row at a designated performance, flanked by support 
workers and fourth-walled by the performance. Eat The Stars may be a gentle all-ages 
show. But like Access All Areas’ more adult-rated MADHOUSE: rexit, it uses an 
immersive and interac9ve format to facilitate the rare and poten9ally transforma9ve 
experience of a neurodiverse audience encountering itself.  
 
Bella Todd



2.11 Emerging cri9cs and plaRorms also need engaging with 

       Key points 

• Companies can be complicit in perpetua9ng conven9onal models 
• Many chase the same handful of na9onal cri9cs, who are limited by the 

aforemen9oned constraints  
• Emerging cri9cs and plamorms need help to survive, and thrive 

As the previous quote from Gareth K Vile (see p.41) indicates, companies may 
be complicit in perpetua9ng the dominance of this conven9onal cri9cal model 
– colluding with star ra9ngs and the privileging of the opinions of a handful of 
newspaper cri9cs. Kate Lovell, an emerging theatre cri9c who reviews for 
Disability Arts Online and has made some of the most informed and insighmul 
contribu9ons to this research, tells us she does not receive invita9ons to 
review  – the ini9a9ve has always come from her or her editor.  

Cri9cs working for alterna9ve plamorms are likely to be less constrained by 
conven9onal models. They are also less beholden to those complex structures 
of editorship and commissioning which mean that each pitch usually needs to 
convince at least three people. Megan Vaughan points out that it is ogen the 
unpaid amateur cri9cs who are trying new things with form.   

One company that does ac9vely embrace online reviewers is Hijinx. Based in 
Wales, they have necessarily had to look beyond na9onal reviewers – and 
found a rich landscape of online reviewers, including Get The Chance, a social 
enterprise that creates opportuni9es for a diverse range of people to 
experience art and culture – and publishes reviews via an online magazine. 
“They’re quite important for us,” explains Vanessa Davies, who was responsible 
for marke9ng and communica9ons at Hijinx. “They’re skewed to a younger, up-
and-coming audience which is a key sector for us and more likely to try 
something new and different.”  

Why aren’t more companies reaching out to emerging reviewers? Mind The 
Gap’s Paul Wilshaw, who has just started as Agent for Change at Leeds 
Playhouse and can see the poten9al here for exci9ng collabora9ons with 
emerging reviewers, thinks there is a problem of visibility: “I just don’t think we 
know where these reviewers are. It’s an industry that a lot of the theatre 
companies don’t know about, just like a lot of the reviewers don’t know about 
disability arts”. 

But many theatre companies seem to be opera9ng a double standard – some 
with more self-awareness than others. “We are as interested in reviews by an 
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independent blogger as we are reviews by Lyn Gardner,” says Mind The Gap’s 
Lisa Mallaghan. “With an independent blogger you’re hearing a new voice and 
a new perspec9ve, and that has real weight for us. But of course it would be 
the Lyn Gardner-type ones that we would quote from and put out publicly. It is 
that double standard: the public use of reviews and the company use of 
reviews….” 

If companies are “too hung up on geYng na9onal cri9cs,” as one PR believes, it 
may relate to their con9nuing baZle to be encountered as professional (see 
sec9on 2.2). A review from a na9onal newspaper cri9c can s9ll afford ‘status’. 
But this cri9cal hierarchy is changing, and companies can play a key role in 
changing it. They are also overlooking the role of alterna9ve plamorms in 
seeding mainstream cri9cism. This is true in terms of individual career paths (as 
Faye Dawson, who always extends a warm PR welcome to bloggers, puts it, 
“you don’t know where the next Lyn Gardner’s coming from”). But it is also true 
in terms of influence: 
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What ojen encourages naTonal newspapers to pay aPenTon is when 
places like Exeunt are covering companies doing interesTng stuff. Editors 
think, ‘ooh we should be doing that as well’. It’s just a copycat thing 
someTmes. These writers are perhaps more switched on than the more 
established criTcs who are dealing with those mainstream news 
organisaTons and their pressures. Trust in that. Get those criTcs excited by 
your work and then the mainstream criTcs will eventually catch on. 

Andrew Dickson, cri0c and former Guardian theatre editor

If you were to get this message to a handful of influenTal voices in the 
amateur criTcs sphere, then that might have a greater impact than you 
imagine when you just think about readership numbers. The social media 
conversaTons that follow a review are being watched by thousands of 
people someTmes. You do see the impact. 

Megan Vaughan, PhD researcher into amateur theatre cri0cism



Emerging cri9cs and alterna9ve plamorms are an increasingly vital part of the 
ecosystem. But they struggle for user figures and funding, and could do with 
more engagement and support from companies. The theatre industry as a 
whole needs to apprehend the urgent need to find new ways of funding 
theatre cri9cism in the future – whoever the cri9cs are to be, and whatever 
forms it is to take. 

Part 3 WHAT NEXT? 
 
3.1 Looking beyond the cri9cs 

      Key points 

• Cri9cal engagement doesn’t have to come from cri9cs 
• The ACE Insight & Impact Toolkit could help to reflect and s9mulate the 

prolifera9on of cri9cal voices from across society 
• Companies can be bolder in self-determining the sorts of cri9cal 

conversa9ons they would like to have 

Of course useful cri9cal engagement doesn’t just have to come from cri9cs. It 
is beyond the scope of this report to go in to this further – but worth no9ng 
that most of the companies interviewed now invite cri9cal engagement 
through many different avenues, and from many different quarters. These 
include formal audience feedback, social media comments, reports and 
assessments, and responses to ‘scratch’ performances from invited guests.  

ACE’s new Insight & Impact Toolkit, a new digital plamorm to help funded 
organisa9ons ‘evaluate the impact of their work on the people who experience 
it’, may help companies to iden9fy, engage, capture and further s9mulate this 
prolifera9on of cri9cal voices. It is designed to help organisa9ons collect self, 
peer and public feedback, with a view to strengthening peer review and 
enabling ‘voices across society to be heard’. 
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Theatre spends a lot of Tme and effort chasing a review in The Guardian 
when it may already have a large number of criTcal friends who have 
already discovered the work. CreaTng criTcal friends can be about 
audience development as well. I always argue that a criTc is only as 
useful to you as you are familiar with their work. Otherwise, you might 
just as well ask somebody sisng on top of the number 38 bus. 

Lyn Gardner, theatre cri0c



 

3.2 The cri9cal opportunity 

But let’s not give up on cri9cs. AdmiZedly there’s a strong element of self-
selec9on to the cri9cs involved in this research. Those who didn’t respond to 
interview requests may be less easily persuaded of the ar9s9c value of the 
work in discussion. It’s also true that ar9sts with learning disabili9es make a 
huge variety of kinds of theatre – while cri9cs all have individual agendas, 
partly determined by their different readerships.  

Nevertheless, in speaking with companies and cri9cs for this report, we have 
been struck by how consistently the ar9s9c offer described seems to match 
the cri9cal appe9te expressed. We will leave it to some of the interviewees to 
ar9culate something of what theatre made by ar9sts with learning disabili9es 
can offer, and what is likely to catch a cri9c’s aZen9on. 

Where there’s a will there’s a way… . 

“What you want as a criTc is to be jolted. Excited, surprised, tantalised, taken both 
into yourself – to examine what you think and feel – and out of yourself into other 
people’s skins. I’m interested in anything that enables you to step into other 
worlds, theatrical worlds as well as human worlds. What’s the point of being a 
theatre criTc if you don’t do that?” 

Susannah Clapp, theatre cri9c, The Observer 

“What I ojen hear in learning disabled circles is that this work is raising the bar, not 
the other way around, because it’s asking you to go much deeper, whether in terms 
of your own process as a co-creator, or a criTc.” 

Petal Pilley, ar9s9c director, Blue Teapot 
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TradiTonally our work’s gone out to audiences and targeted where the 
message will have the most impact. We’ve had a lot of reviews from people 
within that field. MIST was about the impact of PIP [Personal 
Independence Payments] reassessments. The director of the Centre Against 
Unemployment said it was ‘the “I, Daniel Blake” of PIP reassessment 
shows’.” 

Dawn Redhead, CEO, The Lawnmowers 



“The kind of work Access All Areas makes will provoke people. I think the 
underground theatre should be about feeling uncomfortable. Don’t expect a lovely 
show about bees, buPerflies and flowers. But if you want to see something real…" 

Cian Binchy, actor, Access All Areas 

“More exposure to [this work] has helped me in viewing it, not as some kind of 
community theatre ghePo to do my good deed before seeing the work on the big 
stage, but as something unique, and which exists on its own terms and on an equal 
fooTng with other work.” 

Neil Cooper, theatre cri/c, The Herald 

“You use the word groundbreaking when you’re wriTng funding applicaTons but 
really, arTsTc work that is made by diverse collaboraTon does create something 
new. Because minds that work in different ways make different art, things we 
haven’t seen before.” 

Kate DeRight, crea9ve director, Spectra 

“This work is coming from deep in my heart. It is honest. And it has vision.” 

Housni ‘DJ’ Hassan, ar9st, Not Your Circus Dog 

“One of the puzzles of what we do is being able to create a structure around a 
performer that accepts that someTmes things will go wrong, and can play with that 
and enjoy it. With our type of theatre, it’s a given that a show is never the same 
from night to night. That’s part of the joy.” 

Ben Pe^Q-Wade, ar9s9c director, Hijinx 

“I’m more likely to get excited about a show where the company have thought 
about access as a creaTve tool. I’m also looking out for work that challenges the 
tropes around disability, and these entrenched ideas that we’ve lived with since 
Greek Tmes of disability being ‘less than’.” 

Colin Hambrook, editor, Disability Arts Online 
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“I’m always looking for new theatre-makers. I am very interested in the idea of 
different stories told in different ways." 

Lyn Gardner, theatre cri9c 

“One of the best things someone said about The Shysters’ collaboraTon with the 
Belgrade Theatre in A Midsummer Night’s Dream was, ‘wow, those Mechanicals 
were amazing… who the hell were they?’.” 

Richard Hayhow, ar9s9c director, Open Theatre 

“Once someone has seen a Hjinx show they tend to fall in love with it and want us 
to keep in touch. Because it’s always so different from what the other theatres are 
pusng on it gives the reviewers a chance to write something more interesTng, 
something they can get their teeth into.” 

 
Vanessa Davies, marke9ng and communica9ons, Hijinx 

“I’m looking for something new – from an emerging arTst who you think might have 
a future, to a show that sounds weird and different.” 

Andrzej Lukowski, theatre editor, Time Out London 

“It is quite astonishing and faintly shameful to me that there’s this work you’re 
menToning, these companies, and I’ve never heard of them, and I’ve been doing this 
for a couple of decades now. So I think there is a gap there. We’re seeing so much 
work that is ripping up form. And I would imagine – I would be very excited to hear 
– that the kind of work you’re talking about is doing that too.” 

Sam Marlowe, theatre cri/c (The Times, The Stage, Metro) 
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reputa9on of surprise, innova9on and the ability to reverse expecta9ons. Dark 
Horse is also a leading voca9onal trainer of actors with learning disabili9es and 
develops skills in prepara9on for work in the industry.  

Housni ‘DJ’ Hassan is a dancer and performer. He joined Corali as a performer 
in 2011. He has performed in Origami Atoms (2015), Hearts and Faces (2015) 
and ‘The People Race the Fish (2016). DJ’s first solo work, The Manifesto for 
the Perfect Cup of Tea toured interna9onally, and Over (2016), his second 
piece, toured na9onally. DJ graduated from Access All Areas’ 2016 
Performance Making Diploma at the Royal Central School of Speech and 
Drama. Since then he has performed to great acclaim in their 2018 produc9on 
of MADHOUSE re:exit at Shoreditch Town Hall and The Lowry. In November 
2019, as part of Not Your Circus Dog Collec9ve, DJ created and performed in 
a sell-out run of Not F**kin Sorry at the Soho Theatre. hZps://
www.facebook.com/notyourcircusdog 

Robin Jax is a musician and performer based in Birmingham, and has 
performed in mul9-disciplinary works by Room Art and neurodiverse 
performance company Spectra, including Spectra’s 2019 immersive show Eat 
The Stars. Robin has worked as a venue assistant for The Tin Angel in Coventry, 
a label assistant at Tin Angel Records, and a performer. He has previously 
released music with his solo project RobinPlaysChords and self-described 
‘transatlan9c Au9s9c duo’ The Companions, through his record label Tiergarten 
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Records, which aims to cul9vate posi9ve, inclusive prac9ces related to 
neurodiversity in the music industry. Robin is affiliated to AYtude is 
Everything’s Next Stage programme, and sung alongside Wolfgang BuZress’ BE 
Music project. 

Laura Kressly is a London-based theatre cri9c and dramaturg from the US. 
Having originally trained as an actor and director, she began reviewing in 2013 
and founded The Play’s the Thing UK in 2015. She also co-founded the 
Network of Independent Cri9cs. Her bylines can be found in Fest Magazine, 
The Skinny, Bri9sh Council Theatre & Dance, Focus Magazine and Exeunt. A 
fellow of the O’Neill Theater Center’s Na9onal Cri9cs Ins9tute in 2017, she has 
been reader for their Na9onal Playwrigh9ng Conference since then. She is a 
PhD candidate at Royal Central Speech and Drama researching embedded 
cri9cism. Forthcoming publica9ons include co-edi9ng Morgan Lloyd Malcolm’s 
Emilia: A Companion Reader for Routledge. www.theplaysthethinguk.com 
TwiZer: @shakespeareanLK 

Lawnmowers actors  – this report contains input from four actors with 
learning disabili9es from the Lawnmowers Theatre Company.  

Nick Llewellyn is Ar9s9c Director and co-founder of learning disabled and 
au9s9c theatre company Access All Areas. Nick has received cri9cal acclaim 
for his pioneering crea9ve methodologies for people with learning disabili9es. 
Nick directed MADHOUSE re:exit, The Misfit Analysis and Eye Queue Hear. 
He is currently co-direc9ng unReal City, a new work in progress that mixes 
virtual reality and live performance, with dreamthinkspeak at BaZersea Arts 
Centre (March 2020). Nick founded the Performance Making Diploma, a 
professional training course for adults with learning disabili9es in partnership 
with the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama (Winner: Guardian 
University Award 2015). He was previously Outreach Officer of learning 
disabled theatre company, Hijinx. 

Kate Lovell is a disabled arts cri9c and journalist who is par9cularly passionate 
about D/deaf and disabled voices being heard in arts cri9cism and arts opinion. 
She views her journalism as a form of ac9vism. She is also a Goldsmiths-trained 
playwright, director and ac9vist who makes crea9ve work with, for and about 
marginalised groups. She is currently Agent for Change under the banner of the 
na9onal Ramps on the Moon ini9a9ve. She is based at Theatre Royal Stramord 
East, working for beZer opportuni9es in the theatre industry for disabled 
theatre professionals and improved access to shows for disabled audiences. 
TwiZer: @katejlovell Instagram: @katejlovell  

Andrzej Łukowski is the theatre and dance editor of Time Out London 
(@TimeOutTheatre). He also writes for the New York Times, The Stage and 
others. TwiZer: @MrLukowski 
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Jess Mackenzie is the Ar9s9c Director of About Face Theatre Company. 
Established in Hereford in 1995, About Face is part of the ECHO charity and 
has a strong reputa9on for delivering high quality theatre to fes9vals, 
community halls and other venues. Their last touring show, 2019’s Crea9on, is 
strikingly staged as micro-puppetry for an in9mate audience. Whilst living in 
London, Jess ran a youth theatre at Group 64 in Putney and dance workshops 
for adults with learning disabili9es at The Place, London Contemporary Dance 
and for Southwark. hZp://www.aboumacetheatre.co.uk  

Heather Mackey Heather has worked as Public Rela9ons Officer for Ireland’s 
Blue Teapot Theatre Company for over seven years and has vast experience 
with how the media treats adults with intellectual disabili9es. Heather has 
worked in publicity for 10 years and currently works as a publicist for many arts 
organisa9ons throughout Ireland, including The Galway Film Fleadh, TULCA 
Fes9val of Visual Arts, Kerry Film Fes9val, Irish Film Fes9val London and 
Galway Food Fes9val.  

Francis Majekodunmi is Co-Director and Networking and External Events 
Ambassador at BLINK Dance Theatre. He also co-facilitates regular dance 
classes with BLINK, including guest lectures at various universi9es in London 
and beyond. Francis is an actor, writer, hip hop dance and drag performer. He 
studied Performing Arts (BTEC) at Westminster College, and graduated with a 
diploma in Performance Making from Central School of Speech and Drama. His 
drag persona, Lady Francesca, has performed with Drag Syndrome. Francis 
also trains and performs regularly with Amici Dance Theatre. 
  
Lisa Mallaghan is Senior Producer at Mind the Gap, where she has worked for 
14 years. Lisa guides the ar9s9c strategy and ar9s9c outputs of the company, 
and has produced many of their touring produc9ons, including: ZARA, their 
epic co-produc9on with Walk the Plank in 2019, Mia (2017 and 2018) and 
CONTAINED (2015). Lisa also supports the ar9sts at Mind the Gap to develop 
and achieve their own ar9s9c ambi9ons outside of the company. TwiZer: 
@mrsmallaghan Email lisa@mind-the-gap.org.uk 

Sam Marlowe trained and worked as an actor before beginning her career as a 
theatre cri9c and arts journalist at What’s On In London magazine, where she 
was theatre editor. She has wriZen for The Independent, Time Out and The 
Chicago Tribune, and is a regular reviewer for The Times, The Stage, Metro 
and The Arts Desk website, as well as Sky News and the BBC. 

Maria Oller is the Ar9s9c Director of Lung Ha Theatre Company. Launched in 
1984, Lung Ha Theatre Company is an important voice in ScoYsh theatre, 
providing both plamorm and crea9ve outlet for people whose voices and 
stories are not always heard. Over 25 years, Lung Ha Theatre Company has 
worked with over 300 performers with learning disabili9es and complex needs 
to create over 40 original shows. Based in Edinburgh, with an interna9onal 
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outlook, they have partnered with organisa9ons in France, Ireland, Poland, 
Sweden and Finland to deliver performances of the highest ar9s9c merit. 
Maria has directed more than 15 performances with the company and set up 
an ac9ng training program for the performers.  

Ben Pe^Q-Wade is Ar9s9c Director at Hijinx. Hijinx, a not-for-profit 
professional theatre company, casts learning disabled actors in award-winning 
produc9ons that tour the world. It has a network of 70+ trained actors around 
Wales who have learning and developmental disabili9es including Down’s 
syndrome, Au9sm and Asperger’s Syndrome. Ben has devised and directed 
numerous produc9ons for the company, including the 2016 Edinburgh Fes9val 
Fringe hit show Meet Fred, and The Flop, shortlisted for a Total Theatre Award 
at the 2018 Edinburgh Fes9val Fringe. Ben has been working with ar9sts with 
learning disability and/or au9sm for 20 years, formerly with Spare Tyre Theatre 
Company in London. He introduced the Hijinx Academies, Hijinx Unity Fes9val 
and Hijinx residencies. www.hijinx.org.uk  

Petal Pilley is the Ar9s9c Director and CEO of Blue Teapot Theatre Company, 
Galway, Ireland, where she co-creates theatre with ar9sts with intellectual 
disabili9es. Significant highlights include the original commission of Chris9an 
O’Reilly’s award winning play Sanctuary for Blue Teapot, which she 
directed. Sanctuary was subsequently developed into a mul9 award winning 
feature film. Next up is Into The Dark Woods, a new play wriZen by Charlene 
Kelly, a Blue Teapot actor. A co-produc9on with the Abbey Theatre (Irelands 
Na9onal Theatre), it will premiere at Crossing The Line FesTval in May 2020, a 
Pan European Theatre Fes9val produced by Blue Teapot as part of Galway 
European Capital of Culture. www.blueteapot.ie Email: director@blueteapot.ie 

Dawn Redhead is the Chief Execu9ve of Lawnmowers Theatre Company. 
Opera9ng in Gateshead and the surrounding regions, The Lawnmowers is a 
producing theatre-arts company run by and for people with learning 
difficul9es. www.lawnmowerstheatre.com  

Alice Saville is the editor of Exeunt, a theatre and performance plamorm that 
creates experimental, form-breaking and longform cri9cism. She’s also a regular 
contributor to Time Out and the Financial Times. www.exeuntmagazine.co 
TwiZer @RaddingtonB  

Samuel Sims is a freelance writer and Managing Director of A Younger 
Theatre, a publica9on that seeks to provide young people and companies with 
the opportunity to showcase their work in an authen9c, honest way. 
www.ayoungertheatre.com TwiZer: ayoungertheatre Email: 
sam@ayoungertheatre.com 

Liz Smith is a freelance arts press and marke9ng consultant who lives in the 
ScoYsh Borders. During her career she has worked with many companies 
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throughout Scotland including 7:84, Dogstar, Tron Theatre, Glasgow, Lung Ha 
Theatre Company, Right Lines Produc9ons, Fire Exit, Heart of Hawick, Janice 
Parker, Firebrand, Na9onal Theatre of Scotland and Luminate. Other posi9ons 
include ScoYsh Ballet (Press Manager) and the Ci9zens Theatre, Glasgow 
(Marke9ng Manager). For a number of years she ran the Assembly Theatre 
press office during the Edinburgh Fes9val Fringe. Email daisy.ben@live.co.uk  

Jen Sumner is Ar9s9c Director and founder of Hubbub Theatre Company, 
which launched in Derby in 2012. Hubbub is an integrated theatre company 
working with actors with and without learning disabili9es, crea9ng physical, 
visual theatre for indoor and outdoor performance. Hubbub has also ini9ated a 
voca9onal actor training for actors with learning disabili9es, which is now in its 
third year. Hubbub is currently developing a new touring produc9on called The 
Drum in collabora9on with Helen BaggeZ, Associate Director at Gecko. Jen is 
also currently working with Helen and Vanessa Brooks from the Separate 
Doors network, ar9cula9ng ‘The Hubbub Way’ of working. A film and report 
will be shared later in 2020, with an event in Derby on May 14.  

Natasha Tripney is lead cri9c and reviews editor at The Stage. She’s the co-
founder of Exeunt and has contributed to The Guardian, Independent, Time 
Out and Tortoise. 

Joe Turnbull is Assistant Editor of Disability Arts Online. As an arts cri9c and 
journalist, he has wriZen for The Guardian, Apollo Magazine, Frieze, a-n News, 
The Stage, this is tomorrow and Garageland. He was previously Poli9cs Editor 
at the Inky Needles publishing group and Publica9ons Editor for Art Map 
London. In 2011 he helped establish Novel, an arts and culture magazine based 
in his na9ve North East. 

Daniel Vais is the Ar9s9c Director of Culture Device, which choreographs, 
produces and promotes social-cultural events across the UK and overseas. 
Established in 2010, it has delivered over 15 projects with excep9onal ar9sts 
with Down’s syndrome, reaching over 3.5 million people. Drag Syndrome is 
their project showcasing performance by drag queens and kings with Down’s 
syndrome. The troupe have performed across the UK and interna9onally, 
including Wilderness Fes9val, Pride Montreal, Southbank Centre and Ru Paul’s 
Drag Con. They are touring the US and UK in 2020. www.dragsyndrome.com 
www.culturedevice.org TwiZer: @dragsyndrome  

Gareth K Vile is the theatre editor of The List, a Scotland-based digital arts and 
entertainments guide to the UK. He also blogs wild cri9cal theory, teaches 
La9n at LoreZo School, studies sequen9al art and dramaturgy at Glasgow 
University, and collaborates on the Tempohouse cultural cri9cism blog.  

Allie Walton-Robson is Crea9ve Director of Headway Arts, which she co-
founded in 1995, now established as the Na9onal Centre for Arts and 
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Inclusion. The company applies their own unique methodology, ‘Co-CreART’ to 
all their work. The Stars dedicated development programme for learning 
disabled ar9sts offers workshops, symposiums and professional opportuni9es. 
Headway Arts Inclusive Theatre Co co-create new and original ensemble work 
which is bold and powerful, magical and real, entertaining and expressive of 
their unique aesthe9cs. They host Come On Down, the North East’s annual 
fes9val of learning disability arts. www.headwayarts.co.uk  

Paul Wilshaw moved from Dorset to Bradford in 2014 to join Mind the Gap 
on their Making Theatre course. In those three years he went from making 
theatre to being an Ar9st in the company. In 2018 he was the co-producer of 
the BEYOND fes9val in Leeds. In 2018/2019 he became the intern assistant 
producer of ZARA, an outdoor theatre show about learning disabili9es and 
parenthood. He is now the Assistant Producer at Mind the Gap and also a 
board member of Disability Arts Online. He recently began working two days a 
week at Leeds Playhouse as the Playhouse Agent for Change, suppor9ng the 
increasing opportuni9es for D/deaf & disabled ar9sts and audiences. 

Lisa Wolfe is freelance Marke9ng Manager for Carousel, developing and 
promo9ng learning disability film, music and digital arts interna9onally. She is 
an independent performance producer and writes for Total Theatre. Lisa is a 
Trustee of Brighton Open Air Theatre and an occasional ar9st and maker. 
TwiZer: @wolfework 

Megan Vaughan is a writer and researcher currently based in Colchester, Essex. 
Widely regarded as one of the most innova9ve and influen9al bloggers to have 
covered London theatre, her blog, Synonyms For Churlish, was ac9ve from 2008 
un9l 2016. Now a PhD researcher at Royal Holloway, University of London, she 
is comple9ng a thesis on amateur theatre cri9cism and the internet. Her first 
book, Theatre Blogging: the Emergence of a CriTcal Culture, was published in 
early 2020 by Bloomsbury Methuen Drama. www.meganvaughan.co.uk 
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